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X-ray magnetic circular dichroism study of the blocking process in nanostructured
iron-iron oxide core-shell systems
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Experimental evidence for magnetothermal behavior in iron-iron oxide nanostructured systems has been
obtained using x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) at the
Fe L2,3 edges. The purpose of this study is the determination of the blocked state in these spin-glass-like
core-shell systems. A first overview of the magnetic species participating in the magnetic response was obtained
by analyzing the XMCD at saturating fields. Also, the XAS revealed the existence of an antiferromagnetic FeO
phase, likely located at the interface regions. Finally, measurements were performed at low temperature and
intermediate field, where a frozen state below the blocking energy is observed. The results show that the oxide
phase spins are oriented at low temperature, while the magnetic spins of the metallic core do not contribute to
the XMCD, suggesting that the blocking process mainly involves the magnetic particle superspins rather than the
oxide coverage phase.
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Magnetic core-shell nanoparticles and nanostructures,
formed by a ferromagnetic core surrounded by an antifer-
romagnetic or weakly magnetic oxide shell, are a subject of
intense study at both the basic and applied research levels, with
an aim to understanding and predicting the magnetic phenom-
ena arising at the interface.1,2 This effort has recently been
aided by developments in preparation methods,3,4 resulting
in, e.g., the precise control of the composition of the metal
oxide5 and the production of compacted metal-oxide granules,
in which metal nanoparticles are uniformly embedded in
an oxide matrix. Such an enhanced magnetic stability, in
terms of increasing coercivity and remanence, as well as the
effective decoupling of the magnetic moments of the particles
(superspins) with respect to other particles, are provided by
the exchange anisotropy, which is due to strong exchange
interactions between the core and shell spins.6,7 To this end,
several experimental8 and numerical9,10 studies have stressed
the importance of the interactions between the metal cores and
oxide shells.

Apart from the effects of magnetic interactions between
particles and different phases in granular systems, a particular
subject of analysis is the study of magnetization reversal
and reorientation processes in magnetic nanostructures. For
nanogranular systems, it has been proposed that the mag-
netic properties result from spin canting, which enables the
formation of a spin-glass-like phase at the surface of the
particles, as reported for oxide11 or metal12 nanoparticles. This
model has been extended to core-shell systems, suggesting a
spin-glass-like state and spin-canting features, mostly at low
temperatures, attributed to the oxide phase surrounding the
metal cores.13,14 This frozen state at low temperatures has led
to the conclusion that the evolution of magnetothermal curves
in Fe-Fe oxide core-shell systems, such as the abrupt increase
of magnetization and the variation of magnetization below a
maximum, is due to the effects of polarization and reorientation

processes of the oxide phase spins.15–17 Furthermore, it has
been proposed that a de Almeida–Thouless evolution18 of
the energy barriers, which is a typical feature of canonical
spin glasses, can be attributed to the spin-glass-like behavior
of the surface spins in magnetic nanoparticle systems.19

On the other hand, some interpretations have considered
that the blocking and reorientation processes exhibited in
magnetothermal curves are associated with the superspin
reorientation,20,21,22 and that even the de Almeida–Thouless
evolution of the energy barriers can be considered to be an
effect of interparticle and/or core-shell interactions.23,24

In this paper, we present a detailed study, using the
microscopic information gained from x-ray magnetic circular
dichroism (XMCD), on the magnetic reorientation processes
in a transition-metal core-oxide shell system that exhibits
spin-glass-like features at low temperatures. It has been
reported that sputtering deposition of iron on cooled substrates
at temperatures far below room temperature induces a granular
structure and thus a granular magnetic behavior in these
materials.21,25,26 Additionally, thin enough films deposited at
TS = 200 K also exhibit a complex morphology in which the
core-shell entities are interconnected forming granular chains.
A scanning probe microscopy study confirms the formation
of iron cores and an oxide shell covering and separating
the metallic clusters.27 In contrast with the film deposited at
room temperature, samples prepared at these low temperatures
exhibit a morphology of interconnected core-shell entities with
average dimensions of around 12 nm.

To study the nanostructured iron-iron oxide system, we
focused our attention on samples deposited at TS = 200 K on
Si (100) wafers that were subjected to an in situ post-growth
oxidation at the deposition temperature by a controlled process
consisting of flowing O2 at a pressure of 1 × 10−1 mbar.
In this way, as reported elsewhere,28 the samples display an
effective decoupling of the particles forming the chains, which
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is attributed to a physical separation of the particles through
the formation of a core-shell metal-oxide structure.

From data reported in Refs. 27 and 28, the effect of the oxide
phase is visible from the exchange bias in the magnetization
loops at low temperatures (∼500 Oe at T = 10 K). It
can be observed that zero-field-cooling (ZFC) curves at
intermediate fields exhibit a strong temperature dependence.
In that sense, it is observed that the blocking temperature
follows a de Almeida–Thouless dependence18 on the applied
field in the intermediate field range.27 In general terms, this
blocked state is removed by increasing the energy of the
system, either by applying a strong field or by increasing the
temperature, although the deblocking and spin reorientation
process are likely influenced by a small in-plane anisotropy and
ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic exchange bias stabilization
phenomena at low temperature.8,29 Moreover, the ZFC curve
at 5 kOe shows that, even at low temperatures, there is no
observation of any blocking process at such a high field, and
thus an almost complete polarization of the magnetic moments
along the direction of the field is hypothesized. Independently
of the blocking origin, the issue of this work is to determine
if the deblocking process of the spins in these core-shell
metal-metal oxide systems at intermediate fields consists of
the orientation of the cluster superspins, or if it arises from the
thermal activation of the disordered oxide phase, acting with
a spin-glass-like behavior at low temperatures.

For this purpose, a detailed study using x-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) and XMCD at two different temperatures
(25 and 300 K) and two different magnetic fields (1 and 6 kOe)
is shown to provide precise information, not only on the species
forming the oxide phase, since usually iron oxide presents
a complex form, but also on the orientation and reversal
mechanisms of both the metallic clusters and the oxide phase.

XAS and XMCD measurements at the Fe L2,3 edges were
carried out using the portable octupole magnet system on
beamline 5U.1 at the synchrotron radiation source SRS in
Daresbury, UK. The XMCD is the difference signal between

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. (a) XAS and (b) XMCD spectra at the Fe L2,3 edges of
Fe metal and Fe oxide reference compounds.

the XAS spectra with circular polarization of the x rays
parallel (σ ↑) and antiparallel (σ ↓) to the applied magnetic field,
σXMCD = σ ↓ − σ ↑. The main purpose of the measurements is
to determine the contributions of the different iron species
in the magnetization signal, as well as to obtain information
about the chemical species that form the oxide shell.30 Spectra
were collected in total-electron yield (TEY) mode. The helicity
of the photons was kept fixed, whereas the applied magnetic
field was switched at each data point of the spectrum. In this
so called “flipper” mode, the energy shift due to slow beam
drifts and monochromator motor movements is minimized
between the two opposite magnetized XAS scans.31 The angle
between the incident x-ray beam and the sample surface was
30◦. The XMCD signal, derived from the difference in the XAS
spectra for opposite magnetization directions, was analyzed by
taking a linear combination of reference iron and iron oxide
compounds (displayed in Fig. 1).

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the x-ray absorption spectra and
dichroic signals, respectively, of the nanostructured sample at
room temperature. As a first approximation, we considered
that only ferro- and ferrimagnetic phases contribute to the
magnitude of the obtained dichroic signal, with their magnetic

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) XAS and (b) XMCD spectra at the Fe
L2,3 edges measured at T = 300 K and H = 6 kOe. The simulations
shown in (a) were made using the spectra of the reference compounds
taking into account the concentrations obtained from the XMCD
([XMCD] − SIM) and with an added amount of FeO ([XMCD +
FeO] − SIM). The residual curve gives the difference between
the average up and down XAS spectra and the [XMCD + FeO]
simulation.
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TABLE I. Contributions to the dichroic signals from the different
magnetic species at different temperature and applied magnetic field.

XCMD contribution (%)

T (K) H (Oe) α-Fe Fe3O4 γ -Fe2O3

300 6000 33 ± 2 53 ± 2 14 ± 2
25 6000 33 ± 2 50 ± 2 17 ± 2
25 1000 0 70 ± 2 30 ± 2

response similar to that for the bulk references. Fitting of
the dichroic signal by a linear combination using the reference
compounds—ferromagnetic α-Fe and the ferrimagnetic Fe
oxides Fe3O4 and γ -Fe2O3—was performed to quantify the
contributions of the different magnetic Fe species in the total
XMCD signal:14 σfit = aσα−Fe + bσFe3O4 + cσγ−Fe2O3 , where
a, b, and c are fitting parameters. It should be mentioned
that in TEY detection mode, the XAS and XMCD signals
are surface-sensitive. Therefore, these are ideal techniques to
determine the species forming the oxide shell surrounding the
metallic core particles. The result from the analysis at room
temperature, displayed in Table I, shows a prominent presence
of Fe3O4 (53% ± 2%) as the main component in the oxide
phase, together with a small contribution of γ -Fe2O3 of 14%
± 2%. The metallic Fe contribution (33% ± 2%) arises from
core atoms near the Fe-Fe oxide interface region.

Additional information can be extracted from the XAS
spectra. It can be seen in Fig. 2(a) that the experimental
spectra do not match the amounts estimated from the XMCD
fitting, suggesting the presence of at least another phase that
does not contribute to the dichroic signal. The XAS process
at the Fe L2,3 edges consists of electric-dipole transitions,
primarily 2p63dn → 2p53dn+1, from the 2p core levels to
empty 3d states. The ground-state electronic configuration,
3dn, is split by crystal-field interaction due to the local
environment around iron, even determining the high-spin and
low-spin states influencing in the XAS features. This effect
has been studied in detail in Ref. 32. As a first approximation,
it was observed that the L3 absorption edge of Fe2+ (Oh)
typically exhibits a main peak at a lower energy (∼707 eV)
followed by a weaker peak or shoulder at a higher energy
(∼709 eV).33 These relative peak intensities are reversed in the
case of Fe3+ species. Considering these facts, the octahedral
FeO phase is introduced to simulate the experimental spectra.
The best fit is shown in Fig. 2(a). It may be noted that the
corresponding residual to evaluate the difference between
experimental data and simulation allows the presence of a
double peak due to a slight broadening of the sample peak with
respect to the calculation from the references. The estimated
composition corresponds to 50% ± 2% FeO, 26% ± 2%
Fe3O4, 8% ± 2% γ -Fe2O3, and 16% ± 2% Fe, meaning
that an important amount of antiferromagnetic FeO, probably
located at the interface regions, has to be present in the
sample, in agreement with previous works suggesting a partial
oxidation and/or reduction process in adjacent metal-oxide
interfaces.34 In principle, the presence of uncompensated spins
in the antiferromagnetic phase would provide an extra signal
to the total spectrum, as has been reported for ferromagnetic-
antiferromagnetic systems composed of different atoms.35

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. (Color online) XMCD at T = 25 K for (a) H = 1 kOe and
(b) H = 6 kOe. The inset of (a) shows a schematic illustration of the
composition and morphology of the iron-iron oxide nanostructured
sample.

However, this signal is likely to be very small compared to
the ferro- and ferrimagnetic phases observed, and the fitting
can be made without considering the contribution of such an
uncompensated spin signal.

Another aspect that should be mentioned is that since the
TEY detection mode is surface-sensitive, with a sampling
depth at the Fe L-edge energy in the range of ∼6 nm,36 and
considering that the metallic phase comes from the core, we
can estimate an oxide coverage thickness of ∼5 nm. Also,
considering the oxidation process in transition metals,5,25 it
should be expected that the oxidation is progressive, and
thus the higher oxidation states (γ -Fe2O3) are present in
the outer regions of the core-shell entity, whereas the lower
oxidation state (FeO) is expected to be present at the interface
metal-oxide core-shell regions. This model is illustrated in
the inset of Fig. 3(a) for the nanostructured granular chain
morphology of the sample. Moreover, the presence of an
antiferromagnetic compound at low temperatures at the oxide
interface regions justifies the remarkable exchange bias values
observed.27

Summarizing, we determined the species forming the
core-shell system, mainly the complex oxide phase, and the
compounds that contribute to the magnetic signal at room
temperature. Next, our purpose is to investigate the magnetic
state at temperatures below the irreversibility point, where
a frozen behavior is expected. For this task, we performed
XMCD measurements at low temperature (T = 25 K). We
have also chosen two different fields: a high field (H = 6 kOe)
and an intermediate field (H = 1 kOe).
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Figure 3 shows the XMCD spectra at 25 K using probing
fields of 1 and 6 kOe. The results of the fitting are included
in Table I. From the fit of the dichroic signal at 6 kOe and
25 K, it is observed that the contribution from the oxides
and the metallic Fe to the magnetization changes roughly
compared to the room-temperature measurements. The major
contribution to the dichroic signal arises from the Fe3O4.
There is also a slight increment in the γ -Fe2O3 contribution,
relative to Fe3O4. This can be attributed to the fact that the
γ -Fe2O3 regions are smaller than those in Fe3O4, with the
spins flipping randomly at room temperature, whereas at low
temperatures, the magnetization of the ferric spins are along
the field direction.

On the other hand, the magnetic signal at 1 kOe and
25 K comes entirely from the oxide phase. The small
signal obtained in the measurement under these conditions
hampers an optimum analysis. However, the signal features
are sufficiently distinct to extract some conclusions. The best
fitting gives 70% Fe3O4 and 30% γ -Fe2O3, while the magnetic
contribution from the Fe cores cannot be observed. Also, it is
demonstrated that the oxide phase, or at least an important
part of it, is polarized and activated under the presence of
an intermediate field at very low temperatures. Moreover, the
fitting reproduces the intensity of the positive and negative
peaks in XMCD that are characteristic of the possible Fe
sites,14,37 suggesting that there are no visible effects of spin
canting. Finally, it should be noticed that the relative intensities
of the two ferromagnetic oxides have changed slightly. The
ferric phase exhibits an enhanced contribution to the XMCD
signal compared to the mixed-valence magnetite phase. This

can be explained considering the amounts obtained when the
sample is fully polarized (such as at room temperature and high
field). There, the important contribution of Fe3O4 suggests that
the amount of magnetite is larger than the amount of γ -Fe2O3,
and thus some parts may remain in the blocked state, although
the pinning effect of the antiferromagnetic phase FeO on the
incompletely magnetized Fe3O4 cannot be neglected.

In conclusion, we have determined the spin activation
process in a core-shell iron-iron oxide system, which presents
signatures of spin-glass-like behavior at low temperatures,
by using x-ray absorption spectroscopy. A combined study
of x-ray absorption and dichroism reveals the existence of
several oxides in the shell region, with a major contribution
from FeO and Fe3O4. In order to probe different spin states
of the system, experiments have been carried out at different
fields and temperatures. An analysis of the dichroic signal
at the blocked spin-glass-like state reveals that the magnetic
contribution comes from the iron oxide coverage spins. Below
the blocking temperature in the frozen state, the ferromagnetic
clusters do not contribute to the dichroic signal appearing at
room temperature and at high fields. Also, no visible signature
of a canted spin state has been detected. Hence, we can
deduce that the frustrated state in our two-phase iron core–iron
oxide shell system, which leads to the spin-glass-like behavior,
appears to be related to the magnetic moments of the metallic
cores of the granular system.

We are especially thankful to Dr. Eva Céspedes for her
invaluable help in the development of the experiment and
discussion of the data.
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